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"Ziggy," a purebred Boxer enjoys the attention of ~tudents at Suds, a local bar.
OFFTHE
LEA H
Know when and where to unleash
BYMONlCAPIDCE
NewsReporter
What's a dog to do when the walk around the block just
doesn't cut it anymore? Dogs are coming up in the world. No
longer are Fifi and Fido constrained to leash-only walks. Boise
has an off-leash area that's all the talk/bark at thewater coolerl
firehydrant.
For a change of scenery, try the military reserve area in the
foothills located at Mountain Cove Road and Reserve Street.
Withmiles ofoff-leash trails in a hillydesert environment, there
is always something to sniff or mark. Additionally, the City of
Boise website provides info on five other off-leash parks cur-
rently in the works. ,,'
,Where can you take your dog for dinner? When looking for
, . dog-friendly restaurants,
.muftlllf'lUln,."wl\\'ES patio is the word. "Ani-
AD&U U&.L!dI&\'1 mals aren't allowed in-
side restaurants for health
reasons," said Dee Fugit,
education director for the
,Idaho Humane Society.
Most restaurants with pati-
os don't mind if dogs share
a burger and frieswith their
owners.
One coffee shop caters
to pet owners. The Danc-
ing Dog in Meridian offers
lattes and dog biscuits.
"We.have aton of differ-
ent treats," said employee
Jessica Travis. The patio is
set up with dogs in mind,
with places where dogs can
-From Jim Closson with ABetter Pet. be tied while their owners
school of dog training fetch coffeeand dog treats.
What should dogs and
owners know before they
head out on the town? JimClosson with ABetter Pet, school of
'dog training, says a few guidelines help everyone have a good
tlme, '
, "If everybodywould follow these steps it would make it [off-
'leash areas) better for everyone," said Closson.
" Most public parks allowleashed dogsbut there are some sea-
sonal restrictions for Kathryn Albertson Park, McDevittYouth
Sports Complex, Optimist Youth Sports Complex and Willow
Lane Athletic Complex. Boise State allows leashed dogs on
campus, but nut in buildings unless it's a seeing-eye dog. .
If all this off-leash,on-leash and dog-friendlystuff seems like
a big hassle, (emember, cats make great pets too. -
'. M.k. suro your doe I. up to date on
·allsholl. "A lot 01virus •• aro p•••• d
'from doe to doe,"
,. Own.ruhould socl.llz. th.lr dogs
'bOloro takl.l'g them to olf.l.ash areas
'with strang. p.oplo and poll. Start
.whon tho doe I. young and tak. them
,.v.rywh.ro so thoy got used to n.W
'plac .. and p.oplo. Own... need to
know how tholr dog rospondsto now
:placas.
~ Beloro you take tho Iaash off, train
your dog to como on command.
• Own... should be respor.slbl •. Clean
up after your doe and always a.k be-
lora p.tUng someon •• Is.·. dog or let-
ting your dog run up to another doe·
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Parking office oversells
generalparkin permits
A lot attendant tiokets a car parked In a metered lot outside the Student Union Building.
PHo/0 Il'I JAMES ORI1(lHE ARBlTER
No immediate plans for campus expansion
BYCHARUE CLAYTON
InvestigativeReporter
tion through permit increases.
The plans have cleared the first
preliminary planning stage and
an environmental ,assessment
for location is ready to be con-
ducted.
Parking confinements are
also expected to ease after the
expansion of Boise State's west
campus in Nampa, expected to
be operational by fall 2005.BSU
West will offer 1,000 additional
parking spaces and reduce the
. clutter of cars as. well as stu-
dents on the main campus.
The updated master plan for
parking also endorses three ad- ....--
ditional' parking garages which
would be added to the vicinity
over a 20-year span.
But the immediate future
looks pretty grim for general
parking permit holders.
"We are sensitive to the num-
ber of general parking spots
available and intend' to find a
solution to the problem that is
within the financial' means,"
Blakesaid.
There is a possible addition
of general parking in the south-
east expansion area of Euclid
Street, where homes are being
purchased by the university.
"If BSU doesn't have short-
term plans for the three square
blocks.we might be able to add
some general lots." '
rmedwith a blue, white and gold parking
permit and 20 disposable minutes, many
Boise State students venture out to test
their luck in the general parking lots.
Witt. patience pushed to extreme limits,
the luckiest students are usually able to claim a coveted
space leaving little time to run to class. The less fortu-
nate pack hiking gear.
prices charged for venue park-
Ing, such as athletic, student
union and drama events," Blake
said.
These charges have remained
static while the other parking
rates have soared.
Everett has found additional
ways to add parking and cut
costs aswell.
During the summer 2004
term, Parking and Transpor-
tation Services will gain 160
parking spots from redesigning
and resurfacing the lot.An addi-
tional 12 spaces will be created
by restructuring an inefficient
lot at the comer of Royal and
Lusk Avenues, off of Capitol
Boulevard. '
But of the newly available
spots, very fewwill be available
for general permit parking.
"Most of those spaces will be
replacing the 150student hous-
ing spots that were taken when
BSUstarted construction on the
new halls;" Blakesaid.
Long term fixes for the over-
population of general parking
permits include the possibil-
ity of housing a multi-mobile
transit center on campus. This
proposed development will
be largely funded through the
Federal Transportation Ad-
ministration. saving students
from paying the largest por-
Owning a, general parking
permit does not guarantee a
parking spot in the assigned
lots.
"Ageneral parking pass is like
a hunting license, there is no
guarantee you will find a spot,"
said Jared Everett, director of
'Parking and Transportation
Services.
BSU puts no limit on the
number of general parking
passes sold. For the spring 2004
semester, 7,000 general per-
mits weresold for 3,000general
parking spots.
"Most students do not attend
school each day, all day long;
many students take evening
courses when parking demand
is less, and many students take
classes on two or three days a
week instead of five.This 'allows
for some degree of over-sell,"
Everett said.
To offset the cost of building
the parking garage on Univer-
sity Dr., the price of a general
permit has increased by 50per-
cent over three years. However,
general parking passes are not
admissible in the garage.
Executive Director of Fa-
cilities Operations and Main-
tenance and Chair of the Park-
ing Advisory Committee Larry
Blake. said it is a problem of
cost efficiency.
On the brighter side, Blake
said there are no current plans
to raise prices in the imm'ediate
future.
The parking committee is cur-
rently looking for new ways to
increase funding for parking.
"We are looking at raising the
Goodviill Program provides food
vouchers for 'classified employees;
born after a supervisor of a they did something for the low- along with a 50 percent match
ground crew raised the issue er people working here." by BSU's food services contrac-
at an ACESenate meeting last All classified. employees are tor,Aramark, Charlton said that
Of the nearly 640 classified fall, pointing out that some em-eligible for the program and can along with many private party
employees charged with main- .ployees can barely afford to eat, pick up applications online at donations, the GoodwillProject
taining the BSU campus, 210 lunch on campus. the ACEwebsite. All applica- has enough money for thls year; ,
eam less than a livingwage ac- Ran entirely on donations, tions are evaluated based on Whilethe GoodwillProjectisa
cording to the Economic Policy the Goodwill Project awards need.. step up, it does little toalleviate
Institute, a non-profit, non-par- monthly food vouchers good for ACEPresident Connie Charl- the larger problem of poor pay
tisan think tank. The Goodwill one meal a weekat anyAramark ton said she hopes to make it a for classifiedemployees. -'. .
, Prograw, afood voucher system vendor on campus. SoJar, ,74 viable and pennanentproject; . "r made more mopey in '97
implemented by BSU's .Assc-: awardS have been issuea since however,to do so Charlton sald, than'l do' now," ,Said anem~
clationof Classlfied Employees the January .inception 'of,the ,"We need tokeep the projectin ployeewho"~~ed~o{relDaln
(ACE),hopes to alleviate some program.. . " .' . . _view of the pub~c to keep dona·~onymGLl.s;<Thet\VO J?ercen
t
__ :..Of th~eco!1~mi~d!~arl.!X that .', .."1think ~t'sa goQdidea," said tionsConUng...,.·· .". ...'.·....·ina.:ease '[passed-py -x,~o,
almost a. third of an."Cfasslfieq.'.'BartCiiiPeater;-aDuilamgfacil;;-C---HS(Jfar,theTeaeh8fSInsm:ance--I.egislllturfttlilil~
~D).ployeesexperience. ".....' " ityspecialist employed at-Bsuand,Aimuity AssoCiation-has ,ev'en c~!,v~~Jpe",,,
':rheGoodwill proJeccwas, for sewn-years,"It's abo,uttime donated $2,000 to the prpJectin myins~ce.:,,~:
BYGREGORYmrrrr
Special to TheArbiter
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CAMPUSINVOLVEMENT
.Detroit college producing many
Oftbe.world's best auto designers ~~
OPEN 2417: LOCAL
UBRARIES OFFER NEW
REFERENCE SERVICE
the service," said Kreimeyer,
"we're there to answer all types
of,questions. Wecan help track
down that special recipe, locate
addresses, quotations, statis-
tics and miscellaneous facts, or
find product information. "
PatJons can log on to the
service through the three
individual library Web
sites, or by' doing directly to
www.answerXpress.com.Nel-
ther method requires a library
card.
It's the middle of the night
and you're desperate for a
piece of information for the re-
port you're workingon. Thanks
to collaboratlolT'between three
local libtar1¢s, 'you can now
find that elusive tidbit - even
at 3 a.m. - by connecting with
a librarian online. The three
libraries -- Ada Community
Library, Boise Public Library
and Boise State University's
Albertsons Library -- recently
launched answerXpress.com,
a free interactive online refer-
enceservice ..
Usersstartasessionbylogging
on to www.answerXpress.com.
where they will find chat tech-
nology that lets them discuss
the information request with
a librarian. The ,librarian may
then search specialized data-
bases, as well as the Internet,
to select the best information
sources. These will be sent di-
rectly to the customer's com-
puter screen. After the session
ends, the customer receives a
list of sites visited and a com-
plete transcript of the session.
"Allof us know that our pa-
trons need answers to ques-
·tions when we're not physically
open," said Vicki Kreimeyer,
project coordinator and Adult
Services division manager
at Boise Public Library. "We
want to serve them without the
limitations of physical space
and fixed schedules. Since we
know they're using technology
for communication, this was a
natural progression in develop-
ing our reference service." ,
The state-of-the-art service
was developed to serve south-
west Idaho residents and Boise
State students, core users of li-
brary reference services for the
three libraries; however, any-
one who submits a question
will be served. Although zip
code information if requested,
it won't be used to limit the
service area unless demand
requires it.
"Although we expect stu-
dents to be important users of
The Boise State University
SociologyDepartment Speaker
Seriespresents Sharon ZUki!lat
7 p.m. Thursday, April 8, in the
Student Union Jordan C BaII-
BOISE STATEHOSTS .
GUIDED TOUR OF BOOK
ART EXHIBIT APRIL 12
The Boise State UniV~rsity
English Department will host
a free guided tour of works
by internationally acclaimed
book artist Roberta Lavadour.
The "BiblloWalkabout" is at 7
p.m. Monday, April 12, on the
first floor of the Liberal Arts
Building.
Lavadour, who lives in the
foothills of eastern Oregon's
Blue Mountains, began mak-
ing art books in high school,
long before she discovered
it was a recognized art form.
"I've always been captivated
by the Idea of making art from
the materials In-my immedi-
ate environment and have al-
ways said that the best things
anyone ever did for my artistic
development was to push me
out of the house on summer
mornings when I was a kid and
say, 'Find something to do until
dinner time,'" she said.
An exhibit of Lavadour art
books will be on display from
March 29 through April 12
in the Liberal Arts Building.
Building hours are 9 a.m. - 5:
00 p.m, daily and admission is
free.
.,
,,
I
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ZUKlN TO TALK ABOUT
URBAN CULTURE IN
BOISE STATEADDRESS
room; Zukin's talk. titled "Glo-
balization and Urban Culture,"
is free and open to the public.
. Zukin is Broeklundian Pro-
fessor of Sociologyat Brooklyn
Collegeand the CityUniversity
Graduate Center. She recently
published "Point of Purchase:
How Shopping Changed
American Culture" (Routledge,
2004), and has also spoken
about the social issues of shop-
ping on National Public Radio
and published articles on the
Op-EdPage of The New York
Times and in Tile Cllronicle of
Higller Education.
The author of many books
and articles about cites, culture
and economic change, Zukin
has also edited, with Michael
Sorkin, After tile World Trade
Center: Retllinking New York
City (Routledge, 2002). Her
book, Loft Living (Iohns Hop-
kins University Press, 1982),
was the first analysis of the
important role played by the
arts and cultural activities in
contemporary urban revital-
ization.
Working in the field on eco-
nomic sociology, Zukin has
also edited "Industrial Policy:
Business and Politics in the
United States and France"
(prager, 1985) and, with 'Paul
DiMaggio,co-edited Structures
of Capital a:;ambridge Uni-
versity Press, 1990). She is a
former chair ofSociologicalAs-
sociation. Zukinearned her Ph.
D. from Columbia University.
signers.
CCS's transportation pro-'
gram draws students from'
the Detroit suburbs as well as"
from allover the world, like 25-•
year-old Sung-Yeah Song from ;
South Korea, who picked CCS'
because "it's the best in the",
world. It's famous in Korea."
One of the strong points of'
the CCS transportation design.
program is its close association
with car designers working In-
the profession. Ralph Gilles, a
top DaimlerChrysler designer.
who most recently designed'
the just-introduced Chrysler,
300Cand Dodge Magnum, is a'
professor for the senior class.
Once restricted to mostly'
GM, Ford and Chrysler de-'
signers. CCS's. transportation
design program has gone in-'
ternational in its associations
with foreign car companies and '
their designers. '
Toyota, for instance, recently-
gave the school $1 million for
a visiting speakers progral11.
Many of the foreign makers
have Detroit-an~a design op-'
erations that lend their support
to the school.
Changes in store for the
transportation studies pro- .
gram will be more focused on
digital skills used for rendering
concepts, as well as on conver-
sion of sketches to math-based
data so models can be made on
high-tech equipment like the
school's new millingmachine.
"We're trying to stay at least
up to date or ahead of the curve
with the changes in the auto in-
dustry," Rogers said.
The school also plans to offer
a graduate progral11in trans-
portation design, a first in the
United States, said Rogers,
who says CCSwould then be
the only school in the world to
offer transportation design at
both undergraduate and grad-
uate levels. He says a graduate
program would appeal to a
different s,tudcnt population,
perhaps people in other design
fields or people with the skills'
for transportation who want'
to make a career change with a'
graduate degree. .
.'
of the Student Union. The talk
is geared toward the general
public and is free and open to
everyone. Parking is available
in the visitor parking lot behind
the Student Union.
Hal11plklan, a professor of
biologyat ClaytonState College
and University in Atlanta,
Ga., works with the courts as
an expert in DNA evidence.
Hal11plklan'srecent book, Exit
to Freedom co-authored with
Calvin Johnson, chronicles
Johnson's 16-year strUggle to
prove his innocence after he
wasgiveQ a life sentence for
rape and related crimes. He
was freed in 1999 after DNA
testing conclusively ruled out
the possibility of his guilt.
The highly acclaimed book
is the only first-hand account
of a prisoner freed by DNA
evidence, and includes an
afterward by Innocence Project
co-founder, Barry Scheck,
as well as comments by the
noted forensic scientist Dr.
Henry Lee. Exit to Freedom
willbe featured in a 90-minute
presentation on C-SPANBooks
this month. Hal11plklanis also
a board member of the Georgia
Innocence Project. He earned
a doctorate in genetics from
. the University of Connecticut
and has participated in a
wide variety of biological
_research, holding research
positions at Yale University,
Emory University, the Centers
for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), La Trobe
University (Australia), the
Worcester Foundation and
Georgia Tech. His current
research interests are in novel
methods of DNAidentification
and the antimicrobial effects of
aromatic compounds. .
Hamplklan and a colle~gue
also developed a popular high
school science program that
allows students to explore
scientific principles through
forensic iilvestigation of a
"crime scene" complete witll
fake blood, hair and clo thing
fibers, fingerprints, footprints,
lip prints, and other evidence.
BY MICHELLE KREBS
KnightRidder Newspapers
(KRT)
Amina Horozic, 21, a senior
studying transportation design
at Detroit's Collegefor creative
Studies, nervously wait~ for
Dave Lyon, General Motors'
executive director of design, to
give some sign wheth~ror not.
he likes her car sketches that
cover the wall.
His expression and questions
to her provide no clue.
Since she and her brother
played with cars in 'thelr Har-
rison Township home, Horo-
zic, born in Sarajevo, Bosnia,
has had a lifelong dream to be
a car designer. Now, with her
final school project, the dream
iswithin her grasp.
She and the other seniors are
assigned as their last semester
project to design a GMvehicle
for 2020. (Four major auto-
makers alternate sponsoring
the senior project.) GM's. sole
requirement is that the futuris-
tic vehicles use the skateboard-
shaped chassis of its Autonomy
fuel cell concept, unveiled' at
the 2002Detroit auto show.
Horozic's egg-shaped con-
cept looks more like wild sci-fi
transportation than a current
car. She's designed the vehicle
from the inside out, with the
idea that the. vehicle has re-
placed the family dining table
as a place to converse and in-
teract.
Atlong last, Lyon,a 1990CCS
graduate, delivers his verdict.
"It's spooky," he says. "In a
good way. Do one even more
outlandish."
Such design reviews are
daily drills at CCS, one of the
world's top breeding grounds
for car designers, but one that
fewDetrOitersoutside the auto
industry realize has a global
reputation.
"ccs is the nation's best-kept
secret in design education,"
said CCSdean of academic af-
fairs Imre Molnar, who moved
to CCS in 2001 from the rival
Art Center Collegeof Design in
Pasadena, Calif., the nation's
other major school for car de- .
DNA AS LEGAL
EVIDENCE DISCUSSED
BY FORENSIC SCIENTIST
APRIL 9
Greg Hampikian, a forensic
DNAspecialistwho has worked
with courts from Illinois to
Georgia and is a frequent
guest commentator on news
shows such as Good Morning
America and Fox News, will
speak at BoiseState University.
"Convicting and Exonerating
through Forensic Science: the
Miracle of DNA"will be· the
subject of Hal11plklan's talk
from 11 a.m. to noon, Friday,
April 9, in the Lookout Room
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Stargazing at Bruneau··Observatory
"
BYMICHEUE SEllS
Outdoor Columnist
In the last fewweeks there has
been an unusual astronomical
occurrence in the night sky.The
planets, Mercury, Venus, Mars,
Saturn and Jupiter have allbeen
visible to the naked eye and
.allgned so that they are allview-
able on the same night. This
event will not happen again for
30years. Bruneau Dunes Obser-
vatoryis home to Idaho's largest
public access telescope, andwill
be hosting viewingson this sub-
[ect and many others. Weather
permitting, the observatorywill
be open everyFriday and Satur-
day, at 7 p.m,
The observatory began in the
early 1990's when the Boise
Astronomical Society raised
funds to purchase a large tele-
scope. Once the telescope was
purchased, the society was left
with finding a place to put it. A
telescope of this size and power
requires that it be far awayfrom
the lights of the city to function
optimally. The society began
by approaching private land-
owners who might be .willing
to donate a site to house the
telescope, but found no suc-
cess. Defeated" they turned to
the state. The society believed
that Bruneau Dunes State Park
which is located in a sparsely
populated and arid area, would
provide an ideal location for the
telescope. It took some work
and time but the state agreed to
provide the site.
By 1998, the telescope was
housed in its observatory. The
observatory was a coopera-
tive effort by several different
groups. Trus Joist·McMillian
donated the building materi-
als, known as Timber Strand.
Timber Strand is a composite'
wood material developed by
,McMillian. The mechanism,
which allowsthe building to ro-
tate, was designed byTheYanke
Machine Shop. Finally, Parks
and Recreation employees as-
sisted with the foundation and
construction. The multi-media
theatre was added three years
later by a grant from the Steele-
Reese foundation and this build
now bears the name of its bene-
factor.
Bob Niemeyer, visitor center
supervisor for the Slate of Idaho
Parks and Recreation Dept. at
Bruneau Dunes has been in-
volved in the program since its
beginning with the BoiseAstro-
nllmical Society. Niemeyer vol-
unteered at the, observatory for
nearly five years prior to,being
hired by the state.
" His duties include hosting the
Orientation Program, oversee-
ing the observatory operations,
Environmental Education Pro-
grams as well as assisting ob-
servers and volunteers with the
nightly viewings. The Orienta-
tion Program covers the his-
tory of telescopes and early as-
tronomers such as Galileo and
Massier and provides a wealth
pi information. Also, through
the use of new computer soft-
ware, stargazers arc'introduced
electronically to the objects that
theywill be viewing.
In addition to Niemeyer's
other duties, he is also Idaho's
"Solar System Ambassador"
to NASA. This ambassador-
ship means that anyone who
is interested can attend one
of the orientation presenta-
tions and learn about current
NASAevents. The most recent
program focused on the Mars
rovers, Spirit and Opportunity.
this informational, animated
program covered every detail of
the Mars mission from launch '
to rover landing, It is the orily
program currently of its kind.
Both the past and present of
astronomy are explored in this
multi-media presentation.
:: The observatory building is
Come Surf With Usl
Call for student and faculty discounts. Internet selVices
start at *$11.99 per month. FREEl Email & Web Space
Boise. 10 493-2400 or Toll Free 800-336-8892
wwW.solutionpro.com
"Additional Telephone charges will apply
COOL. CONOOM GUY'S WeeKL.Y TIP
111009$ Of OW? CUSTOMEl?S
AGl?EE THAT THEY PQEfEl?
,CONOOMS OVEl? SYPHIUSII
Bruneau Dunes Observatory Is home to Idaho's largest public access telescope. Weather permitting. the observatory will be open
every Friday and Saturday, at 7 p.m. PHOTO COURTESY OF MICHELLE SElLS
Enjoythe view,but be careful so
you don't get a stiffneck.
Capital . ISO EmfJlovees It fUll-time Students
Fflllcators NOmonthly service charge, NO per item fees,
u - ...I h k ltl
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION un,;mltea c.•ec -wrl mg,
NO minimum balance requirement, PLUSwe
pay dividends on your account.
We have NO surcharge*ATMs at aUfour office
locations PLUSone in the BSUSUB.
fer other similar opportunities:
Albertson College of Idaho in
Caldwell is host to the Whitten-
berger Planetarium. This plan-
etarium is open only to groups
on Tuesdays and Wednesdays,
and entry fees are dependent
upon group size. Reservations
are required in advance; please
contact JoAnn Bellon at 459-
5211 for more information.
Saturday, April 24 is National
Astronomy Day and the plan-
etarium will be offering an eve-
ning public show.Please call for
more information as the date
approaches.
The Boise Astronomical So-
ciety is the largest such group
in our area. This group regu-
larly schedules 'Star Parties,' on
April 17the societywillbe at the
BlacksCreekRifleRange and on
May22you can find them at Bo-
gus Basin. Please visit their web
site for further information and
a calendar of events.
Stargazingis fun and informa-
tive. It is an activity that can be
enjoyed by all ages, so take the
whole family. Be sure that you
come prepared for the weather
ifvisiting the Bruneau Observa-
tory, as a great deal ofthe'activi-
ties take place outdoors. After
attending a few star parties,
you may come to appreciate the
heavens in a whole new way.
approximately 25-30 ft. in di-
ameter and designed to rotate a
full360degrees, to allowa com-
plete view of the night sky. The
telescope is huge. It is about 10-
12 ft. in length and 25inches in
diameter. Aladder is required to
reach the eye piece. It is a com-
pletely manual system with no
electronic components, which
means that a volunteer must
physically move the telescope
to follow the objects across the
sky. '
The size and power of this
telescope indicates its use for
deep sky exploration. With this
piece of equipment, it is possi-
ble to see nebulas, galaxies, the
rings of Saturn and the moons
of Jupiter with surprising clar-
ity.
Besides the giant indoor tele-
scope, volunteers spend their
evening setting and adjusting
other smaller scopes outside on
the lawn. These ranged in size
from 8-10 inches in diameter
and they are also exceptionally
powerful. Through the lO-inch
scope, it was possible to count
the craters on the surface of the
moon.
While Bruneau Dunes Obser-
vatory is by far the best place to
visit and explore the heavens
there are other places sprinkled
through out the valley that of-
" Montgomery GI Bill
" State Tuition Assistance
" Montgomery GI Bill Kicker
" Cash Bonuses
" Student Loan Repayment program
Fuel }(mr PIIIII,.,
For More information contact:
MSGT Gabe Usog
422-5921 or (SOO) 621-3909
-~Air National Gllard
F EEH me anklng!!I
FREE*ATMs
ATAll OUR OFFICES
& IN THE BSU SUB!
FREE DRAFT
(CHECKING)
ACCOUNTS
Important Information
Bruneau Dunes Observatory Information
36&-7919
Boise Astronomical Society
www.boiseastro.org
Whittenberger Planetarium 459-5211
www.rubberrainbow.com
Y&NEf Career Opportunity!
Are you ready to start building your resume and preparing for your
future career? The Walt Disney World'" College Program gives you the
opportunity to take college-level courses for credit, network with Disney
leaders and enhance your marketability in today's job market.
As a participant, you'll enjoy a social, multicultural environment with
24-hour secured housing and admission to all four Walt Disney World
Theme Parks. Plus, you'll learn about next-step opportunities with The
Walt Disney Company. This paid program is open to all majors and
college levels. Find out more and apply online at
wdwcollegeprogram.com.
Presentation attendance is required.
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
Wednesday, April 14, 2004; 2:00pm
Student Union- Forum Room
be ~¢>fliN~World
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Consider the Peace Corp
So, anyway •••
Poachers pooping on my
BSU .parking experience
2) Walk to random ears with
your keys out and your body
partially hunched over. Pretend
, Okay, so I've got a complaint you are getting ready to unlock
A lot has been made recently of the door, then look up at the sky
the whole 'I can't find anywhere with your head slightly angled.
to park at Boise State' deal. I Roll your eyes dramatically and
guess that's important. I live slap' your forehead with the
about four blocks from campus, palm of your free hand. Then
so I walk everyday, but I know mouth the words in plain sight
why people are mad. My com- ' of the poacher: "This isn't my
plaint isn't about the school carl" and fully accentuate the
this time, though. When I head word "this." Repeat as many
to the parking lot to go to lunch times as necessary.
with my girifrlend, I feel like I'm 3) Wave to the poacher. Let
being stalked. Itmakes me un- them know you have spotted
comfortable. them and that you are sympa-
So I'd like to take a momentto thetic to their plight. Motion
dishonor my new least favorite for them to pull forward to your
people on campus. Yes, I like location and then execute step
them less than the folks with the two.
signs last year out in the quad I think that's plenty of steps
who in no uncertain terms told right there. Now I'll complain
me I was going straight to hell to some more. And this is directly
bum for all eternity when I died. to the poachers: Stop pis sing
My new enemy are the 'parking me offl In the time it takes to
lot poachers.' I know I need not sit there, you could have al-
explain who these people are. ready parked at another lot and
Everyone has seen them. They walked to class. If you're' that
sit in their cars and in my way. opposed to walking - take the
Waiting, watching and annoy- bus or carpool. Rent a mule for
ing the living hell out of me. God's sake!
I'm not one to sit idiy by so, I think I've made my point.
in my infinite wisdom, I have I hate being in the parking lot.
devised some strategies to beat I'm not an anti-motorist. I don't
these people at their own game. like finding parking any more
If you are similarly frustrated than the next guy, but those
in the parking lot, take note of poachers make me feelUke I'm
the following. Pirst: Always be being hunted. Itmust end.
aware of your surroundings. We, the sane people at Boise
Sooner or later, you'll observe State, need to band together
a poacher watching your every and stop this. If I can't feel at
move: home in the middle of my own
1) Proceed very, very slowly. university's parking lot, then
Elongate your movements, al- where the heck am I supposed
most to where it feels like crawl- to feel comfortable?
ing. For added effect, stop and
yawn repeatedly.
BYTRAVISES'IVOLD
Columnist
Giving us pause
ond delays might be a good
thing to try in our private lives.
Think about it. First, look at
your watch for 10, seconds.
9, 10. Seems longer than you
thought. Now, remember that
snotty remark you threw off
leaving for work this morning,
pre-coffee? With a to-second
delay, you'd have been outside
by the time it came out. And
there'd be nothing to apologize
for tonlght. Which, for some,
raises the philosophical ques-
tion: If a crude word is uttered"
in the woods but no one hears-";
it, is it still crude? " ::::':;
In the sales meeting, when:-:'
the vice president pointed ancf';
you muttered something hasty~·:;
and maybe not directlyrelv~'J
evant, wouldn't an extra 10 sec-
onds' thought have sharpened
the response impressively?
Remember, back in sixth
grade, the big kid in the leather
jacket who sat by the window,
failing every subject? He made
fun of everything, including
your shirts? A 10-second pause
right then could have let you c:~
design a perfectly constructed;.·~
unanswerable riposte, causing
the entire class to laugh up-
roariously and award you their
lunch pail desserts for a week.
On the other hand, an extra 10
seconds would allow reconsid;~
eration of the entire clever put~,·
down, thus avoiding another"":
lunch-hour thrashing. , ::~
Maybe, come, to think,ofitr::
we should start demanding 10·~:·
secondpauses by ..ra-1TIpaign~
ing politicians. And 10-second,:.
warnings before their 1V ads so.
we can find the mute button. ,.
Or what about a 10~wee~:'
pause? ~'
Los Angeles TImes
This editorial appeared in
Thesday's Los AngeleseTimes:
'IV and radio networks' and
stations are running around
these days like chickens with
their profits cut off. The per-
ceived predator is the Federal
Communications Commis-
sion, which, had been on break
awhile. Now, early in this elec-
tion year, with a flashed breast
as impetus, the FCC has be-
come publicly very worried
about decency on the public
airwaves, threatening fines and
sanctions for crude talk, and
further wardrobe malfuncl:lons.
Parents who perhaps have not
quite gotten around to explain-
ing oral sex to school-bound
9-year-olds may appreciate
the pressure on drive-time
disc jockeys who, like children,
sometimes say and imply the
damdest things.
In response, many stations
have instituted a 7- or 10-sec-
ond delay on live broadcast
chatter and events. This alleg-
edly allows studlo producers
. to bleep offensive words be-
fore they spew out on invisible
airwaves to the waiting world.
Kind of an involuntary TWo.
What you're hearing or seeing
on-air may actually have been
uttered 10 seconds ago. When
the bleep bleeps, of course, it
causes listeners to scan a men-
tal vocabulary of crude candi-
dates that, of course, we ne-ver
say but may have heard uttered
somewhere once by someone
else.
Having thought about it for
10 seconds though, 10-sec-'
BYNATEPETERSON
Special to The Arbiter
When we remember John F. Ken-
nedy. we often remember his fa-
mous phrase, "Ask, not what your
country can do for you, but what
you can do for your country,"
In America, it is increasingly more
difficult for individuals to find time
for public service as family, work,
and school require our time and
ever present commitment. For col-
lege students, facing these challeng-
es plus the daunting task of starting
a career after college can render the
opportunity for public service as im-
possible.
Fortunately for American citizens
with bachelor degrees, the United
States Peace Corps, created by Pres-
ident Kennedy's executive order,
remains a life long option for pub-
lic service. Whether you are soon
to graduate, or someone looking
to take time off work and/or retire,
there are countries in the world that
are in desperate need for educated
and professional volunteers.
The Peace Corps not only gives
you the opportunity to devote part
of your life to public service that
serves our country by serving com-
munities in need beyond our bor-
ders, but it also gives you the oppor-
tunity for professional and personal
development spiced with a bit of
adventure.
After graduating from Boise State
University in 2002, I entered the
Peace Corps in spring of 2003 and
have since 'spent the past year of
my life volunteering in the former
Soviet Unlon Republic of Georgia as
an English teacher and community ,
organizer.
I had thought about joining the
Peace Corps in high school and
later I briefly considered it while at
college, but it was not fixated in my
mind. That changed following Sep-
tember 11th, when in the aftermath
of the attacks, I was left to consider
my own responsibility and duty as
an American in responding to the
threat of terrorism.
I concluded that the Peace Corps
offered me the best opportunity
as an American to serve my coun-
try in its fight against terrorism by
serving communities in need the
rest beyond our borders. This was
re-enforced to me when hearing my
favorite political hero, Senator John
McCain, encourage college students
to serve in the Peace Corps as a way
to combat terrorism.
Subsequently, I chose the Repub-
lic of Georgia due to its recent disso-
lution from the Soviet Union, as well
as for its proximity to the Middle
East. 'Georgia sits on the eastern
coast of the Black Sea and southern
slopes of the Caucasus MOWltainS.
Russia, Turkey, Armenia, and
Azerbaijan are Georgia's neighbors
in a region that is instable at best.
Due north of Iraq, Georgia's border
to the war tom country is closer than
Boise is to Salt Lake City.
As circumstances would lend
themselves, I eventually arrived
, here in Georgia the same week that
the war began in Iraq. It was tense
here for the first month, but eventu-
ally things calmed down as the war
died down.
Living in a de-stabilized country
and war-tom with a transitioning
economy from communism to capi-
tallsm has not been uneventful. This
past year in Georgia I witnessed a
popular revolution that peacefully
and successfully overthrew the cor-
rupt" president and former Soviet
Union Foreign Minister Eduard She-
vardnadze.
. Things are quiet now in the coun-
try that I have grown to love. As I
study the Georgian language and
experience tl1eGeorgian culture, I
find myself loving this country more
and more. Although my values and
, beliefs remain the same, being a vol-
unteer in Georgia has changed me
personally for the better.
I have also come to believe that
my experience here in Georgia has
become as important to my profes-
sional development as anything else
I have done. Besides language ac-
quisition and teaching, I also work
extensively with community organi-
zations in addressing problems and
expanding resources.
Recently, I was asked by a friend if
I was satisfied. After first complain-
ing about the rlifficulty of working
in a soviet educational system and
living without the luxuries of clean
water and constant electricity, I an-
sweredyes.
I answered yes, because I feel that
Peace Corps and Georgia has given
me back everything I have put into
it and more. Furthermore, I know
that when my service ends in June of
2005, the Peace Corps will continue
to help me in terms of educational,
financial, and social benefits.
Returned Peace Corps volunteers
are not only given preferential sta-
tus for jobs and schools, but they
are also given help on student loans
as well as money for transitioning
back to work and school. The great-
est benefits, however, are the social
ones.
By serving in the Peace Corps, I
have had the opportunity of work-
ing with a truly talented and pro-
ductive group of volunteers. They
are people I consider to be some of
my best friends and I know that Iwill
know them my whole life.
Currently, there are over 200,000.
returned Peace Corps volunteers in
America and they constitute a very
broad and deep network in busi-
ness, government, and education.
Regardless of your career plans,
there Will be a returned volunteer in
your field somewhere who is willing
to help you.
Boise State University is a remark-
able institution and a place that I
hold'very dear to my heart I truly
believe that BSU students are re-
markably talented and hardwork-
ing. I would like to know that in the
future, BSU will be well represented
in the Peace Corps.
When a Peace Corps recruiter
comes to campus, please take the
opportunity of visiting with him or
her and asking about the available
programs and how you and your
interests might fit into them. If you
are looking for excitement, personal
and professional development, or
an edge on other people in your
field, the Peace Corps will not disap-
point you.
If you jusdWant to pass the time
for a 'couple of years in a foreign
place and read a lot of books, then,
again, you will not be dlsappointed.
Good luck on graduation and I
hope to see you in the Republic of
Georgia.
Peterson served as ASBSU presi-
dent durlng2000/0l and 2001/02
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MANDYJO DANCER
By Sports Reporter
Perseverance, hardworking and talented were the three words that head tennis coach
Mark Tichenor used to describe women's tennis player Erin Polowski. After getting to
- know Polowski, one would agree that she successfully earned the description.
"Erin is one of the most athletic women players that BSU has ever seen,"
Tichenor said about the senior.
Polowski, a 2000 graduate of Centennial High School, credits her ath-
leticism to her background in team sports. In high school, Polowski was
named to both the basketball and tennis all-state academic teams. She
was a member of the state basketball team and four state championship
tennis teams. Polowski was also named to the all-district basketbaU
team her senior year. It doesn't end there. Polowski swam competi-
tively for 10 years outside of school.
"Although tennis is an individual sport," Polowski said, "the
team sports I was involved with in high school helped me get to
where I am."
After graduating from high school, Polowski did what every
graduate wants to do-get out of the town they grew up in. She
traveled to sunny southern California and spent her freshman
year playing tennis at San Diego State, where she was named
an All-Mountain West Academic Honoree. After spending a
short period of time away from Boise, Polowski discovered
that she belonged in the City of Trees.
"It's funny. When people grow up in Boise, their first
desire is to get out, but then once they leave, I think they
realize that it's a great place," said Polowski. "The big town
thing just wasn't for me," she said. .
Polowski had another good reason to come home. The
tennis star felt she was
never given tile chance
that she deserved at
SDSU. Polowski blames
this on tile school's
coaching style, saying
til at it didn't fit her well.
"I wanted a chance to
play in tile line-up and I
wasn't given that oppor-
tunity at SDSU," Polowski
said.
After that Polowski decided
she was ready to come back
to Boise. CaU it destiny or just
pure luck, but from the sound of
things, she came back at just the
right time. The year of her return,
Polowski jumped at a chance to take
her place on the team when a recruit
turned down tile opportunity to play
at Boise State. "BSU didn't get one girl
that they were recruiting so I took her spot,"
Polowski recalled, "it worked out perfect."
Not only is the tennis player a strong and de-
termined athlete, her teammates who nicknamed
her "Brocky" (from the movie Erin Brockovich),
agree that she is simply just a nice person to be around.
Teamates say she is constantly seen with a smile on her face
and makes others smile.
"She's very genuine and nice," said teammate Megan Bi-
orkman. "I've never met anyone like her before coming here, she's just a great girl."
Polowski's time spent playing tennis at Boise State will be memorable for her, as weU as the
women's tennis program. Here is a list of some of Polowski's accomplishments while attend-
ingBSU:
2001-02: Named to the WAC All-conference team in doubles with teammate Jemima Hay-
ward; went 25-7 overaU in singles; earned tile team's Co-MVP award with Hayward.
2002-03: Went 23-10 in singles as a junior; in doubles, remained ranked in the top 75 nation-
aUyall season.
2003-04: Went 8-3 this past fall in singles and was ranked ninth in the region.
Polowski, a health science major, plans to leave Boise after she graduates in December.
"I want to attend PA school somewhere," Polowsld said, "but I still want to remain in the
west," she admitted.
Her teammates are sad to see her go, but realize that her determination and charm will allow
her to succeed in all walks oflife.
"I've learned a lot from her," said Biorkman, "I'm just happy to have been one of her
teammates. "
•
•
"Althougb tennis
is an individual
sport, the team
sports Iwas
involved with
in high school
helped me get
to vtlhere I am.,~.,..•. ." ,.t .
Persevering, hardworking·
and talented were the three
words women's tennis head
coach Mark Tichenor used to
describe player Erin Polowski.
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• 2 W1releflfl headphonefl Men's tennis at the top of its game
BY AMBER FUGER
Sports Reporter
Spring is in the air and the
Bronco men's tennis team is
winding down the season in
fashion. The men's tennis team
has won its last five matches
and look to make it eight this
weekend. Boise State will host
the University of San Francisco
and Montana State in a double
header on Saturday. Then 'on
Monday, the Broncos will host
the University of Pacific.
The Broncos are coming off
a double-win weekend. Last
Saturday the Broncos beat Utah
State 6-1.That same evening the
Broncos shut Gonzaga out 7-0.
Head Coach Greg Patton said
that the best thing about these
matches was that the Broncos
played and won without their
top two players, Guillaume
Bouvier and Thomas Schoeck.
Schoeck was forced to sit out
against Utah and Gonzaga since
he was several matches over his
NCAA-mandated match limit.
.Schoeck will be in the line up
this weekend and Monday.
Bouvier is a strong key com-
ponent to the Bronco power-·
house. He has just had knee
surgery and rather than play
hurt in the regular season. Pat-
ton said that the team needs
him healthy for the WACcham-
pionship. The Broncos need to
keep the winning streak alive
and thriving to guarantee the
championship and a strong
placement in the NCAAregional .
championship. If the Broncos
win the WAC,Boise State will
host the first round of regional
competition.
Ehren Vaughan and team
captain Beck Roghaar stepped
up their game against Utah and
Gonzaga to lead the Broncos to
victory.
"Their intensity. focus and
great play inspired the entire
team," said Patton.
To dominate the courts with-
out two of the best players is a
triumph in itself. The level of
confidence has increased from
team effort .playing their best
without their best.
Another Broncowho is a force
to be reckoned with is Mah-
mond Rezk. He is at the top of
his game and is'considered one
of the hottest players in the na-
tion.
"Bringan air conditioner with
you when you watch his match-
es," said Patton.
Rezknow has a record of 25-7
and is a serious element in the
tennis program.
"He has been the heart and
soul of the success of our pro-
gram. He is now a ball machine
on the court [because] he does
not make an error," said Patton.
Rezks' opponents will have
to hit outright to beat this fero-
cious Bronco.
In practice Patton's strategy
has been focused on having fun.
The conditioning is done. It is
all about focus and keeping the
momentum going. As the guys
work it on court. Patton keeps
them focused on construction
and point play. The practices
are short as the season winds
down but the mentality is fo-
cused on winning going into the
WACchampionship.
. The Broncos are a humble
team in light of their winning
streak. The intense excitement
of this weekend begins Saturday
at 9 a.m. at the Appleton Tennis
Center. First up is the Univer-
sity of San Francisco. Later that
evening at 5:30the Broncos will
play tough Montana State.
The double header on Satur-
daywill set the stage for the big
match on Monday. The Broncos
willhost one of the top teams in
the Big West Conference. The
Universityof Pacific is at the top
of their game with an overall re-
cord of 10-6.
The hot spot is the Appleton
Tennis Center all day Saturday
and Monday night as the inten-
sity of Bronco tennis is taken
to the courts. The temperature'
won't be the only thing on the
rise.
· - . .. . : .
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Women's goHteam gets due recognition
BYMANDYJO DANCER
Sports Reporter
The Boise State women's
golf team has had one of their
best seasons in a long time this
spring.
"We've played well this
spring," said head coach Usa
Wasinger.
The team started off the golf
season competing in the Bobcat
Classic, held in Phoenix, Ari-
zona. The lady Broncos not only
picked up their first tournament
win since the 1999-2000 season,
they also scored a 16-stroKe
school record with a final score
vidual sport, the lady Broncos
feel their achievements so far
this season are in part due to
their bonding and playing as a
, team, rather than as individu-
als.
"We've definitely come to-
gether as a team," coach Was-
inger said. "All eight of the girls
have contributed, there's not
simply one individual who we
credit for our success,"
It doesn't stop there for the
women's golf team. The Boise
State women have also ob-
tained their highest national
ranking this season, taking the
64th place spot. Although every
of 294. Boise State finished with
a 36 hole score of 597 (another
school record), which tied the
women with Western Michigan
for the championship.
Coach Wasinger and her team
credit much of their success to a
strong team bond, harder work- ,
outs, and an earlier start to team
practices.
"We practiced inside this
winter, which we had never
done before," said junior golfer
Jennifer Hedberg. "I think this
helped us win our first tourna-
ment," she added.
Although one would think the
game of golf is mostly an indi-
team in the sport of golf is con-
stantly ranked, the lady Bron-
cos have never been placed in
the higher rankings before this
spring season.
"We were ranked 64th out of
300 teams nationally this sea-
son," said Wasinger. "Golf ranks
every team, but we have never
been that high. Our scoring
record keeps improving every
semester," she added.
Some of Boise State's most
recent competitions took place
last month. The women com-
peted in the Clara/Colby invi-
tational in Carmel, Calif. at the
end of March, where the lady
Broncos tied for fifth place after
the first day of the invitational.
The team shot a 307 to tie with
Santa Clara for the fifth place
position.
The women's most recent
task took place in Arizona where
they finished 12th with a 320 fi-
nal round score. The Broncos
ended the 36-hole tournament
with a score of 922.
Although the team has ac-
complished a lot so far this
season, their journey is far from
over. The women have a dual
match in Twin Falls this Friday
where they will play 36 holes,
and then they will travel to El
Paso, Texas to compete in the
WAC Championships March
19-21.
"I think we will do well in the
WAC tournament," Hedberg
said. "Four of us competed in
the tournament last, year so
we are familiar with it, and the
four new freshmen have been
adapting to everything well,"
she added. .
Boise State only has one se-
nior on the team this year, Amy
Wever, so they hope their suc-
cess will continue the remain-
der of this season and into next
year.
•
Bronco golfers got
game this season
, '
BYJEREMY RASMUSSEN
Sports Reporter
The Boise State men's golf
team has kicked off their 2004
spring season in style with five
top team finishes in each of
the two tournaments played
thus far. The Bronco's team
superstar, junior Graham De-
Laet, has been a big help In
the solid start with first place
finishes in both tournaments
this spring.
This spring began for the'
Bronco duffers in the Brave-
heart Classic in Boaumont,
Calif, on March 8 and 9. DeLa-
et came back from being down
one stroke and shot a final
round 74 to pull off the tour-
nament victory. After shooting
a first round 80, sophomore
Adam Choy rallied In the final
two rounds to finish 18th. Se-
nior Mike DeBoard finished
In a tie for 39th with rounds
of 77, 78, and 80. Also, sopho-
more Jason Williams finished
in 55th, and sophomore Brett
Kleinkopf tied for 62nd {Q help
the Broncos along their way to
a fifth place team finish in the
Classic. They fell 16 strokes
behind St. Mary's, the team
champion.
The Broncos traveled back
to California for the Diablo
. _ Grande Intercollegiate Golf
Tournament In Patterson,
on March 26 and 27. DeLaet
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Like Ol{afor, Taurasi
makes Huskies college
hasl{etball's top- dogsplayed exceptionally well in
the first two rounds of the
tournament with two even-
par 72's in each round. He
then held onto a one-stroke
lead to win his third tourna-
ment of the 2003-2004 season.
The win also marked the sixth
tournament victory of his ca-
reer, a Boise State record. The
first place finish pushed the
Broncos to a 2nd place team
finish, falling two strokes short
of the team victor Drake. The
Broncos also had three other
players finish In the top twen-
ty with DeLaet. Choy finished
fifth with a 36-hole total of225,
only five strokes behind De-
Leat. Also, DeBoard came In
16th with a 232 and Kleinkopf
finished 19th with a 234.
The Broncos also competed
earlier this week In the Grand
Canyon Invitational in Phoe-
nix,Ariz.
With the fantastic play of
DeLaet to go along with some
solid golf from the rest of the
team, the Broncos are looking
to make a big push for the WAC
Championship beginning May
3. DeLaet was awarded WAC
Golfer of the Month last Sep-
tember for the second player
of the month honor of his
career. With Choy on his tail
in the tournaments thus far,
we should see good things to
come In the next month from
the golfers.
BYBRIANDAVIS
The Dallas Morning News
(KRT)
NEW ORLEANS - Two of the
best players in Universlty of
Connecticut basketball history
have separate locker rooms but
share at least one thing in com-
mon:
Emeka Okafor and Diana
'Taurasi are right-handed net
cutters.
Okafor showed off his twine-
snipping skills in San Antonio
on Monday night after the
Huskies won the NCAA men's
championship. Taurasi raced
up rheledder Tuesday night af-
ter UConn clipped Tennessee,
70-61, in the women's Division I
title game before 18,211 at New
Orleans Arena.
Connecticut became the first
school to win the men's and
women's basketball champion-
ships in the same year. Duke's
men's and women's teams
reached the finals in 1999, but
neither won it all.
"It's history," said Taurasi, a
senior from Chino, Calif. "Be-
ing from the University of Con-
necticut, we always think of
ourselves as a basketball school.
This year, 1 think we've made a
definite impact nationwide on
how prominent our programs
are at the school."
Storrs, Conn., is so small that
UConn promotes Hartford,
a city 30 minutes away, in its
media guide. But the Huskies'
hometown is the now the center
of the college basketball uni-'
verse. Both teams were ranked
No. 1 in the preseason Associ-
ated Press Top 25 poll. Both fin-
ished as national champions.
"It's always an incredible
thing to do what people say
can't be done," UConn athletic
director Jeffrey Hathaway said.
"The fact our student-athletes,
our coaches and our university
were able to do this first, no-
body can ever take that away.
That makes it special,"
Coach Geno Auriemma's
team, which finished 31-4, has
won three straight champion-
ships and five since 1995. Au-
riemma is 4-0 in national title
games against Tennessee's Pat
Summitt, and UConn is 13-6 in
the all-time series. The Huskies
and Summitt's LadyVols (1996-
98) are the only women's teams
to win three titles in a row.
Early on, Tennessee looked
like Georgia Tech, the opponent
Huskies coach Jim Calhoun's
men's club mowed down in the
Alamodome. The Lady Vols fell
&<
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NEW ORLEANS, LA· UConn's Diana Taurasi scores two points over Tennessee's Shyra
Ely during the first half of their NCAA National Championship game in New Orleans
behind by 17 points after guard
Ann Strother made a 3-pointer
with 6:29 remaining in the first
half. '
Tennessee, though, began
climbing back when Sharma
Zolman hit a 3-pointer, Ash-
ley Robinson scored on a fast
break and Shyra Ely hit a layup.
UConn did not score in the last
6:29 and saw its lead dwindle to
30-24 by halftime.
Brittany Jackson's long 3-
pointer cut it to two with 9:
51 left, but Tennessee (31-4)
could never get over the hump.
Taurasi, the Final Four's Most
Outstanding Player for the
second straight year, scored a
team-high 17 points on 6-of-11
shooting. Three other Huskies
finished in double figures.
The loss was especially pain-
ful for Robinson, a senior cen-
ter who graduated from South
Grand Prairie. She chose Ten-
nessee over Texas specifically
because the Lady Vols had a
chance to win a national title
faster than the Longhorns.
Robinson played in three Final
Fours, but went 0-3.
Robinson had seven re-
bounds against UConn. But her
counterpart, Jessica Moore, had
nine boards and scored the first
eight points of the second half
to help the Huskies keep the
momentum.
"My kids are going to tune
into ESPN Classic one day and
see me out there," Robinson
said. "But they're still going to
see me losing, and I'm still go-
ing to be mad watching us lose,
especially when 1 see Jessica
Moore getting every offensive
board. I'll be like, 'God, why
didn't I box out?"
746 W. Main St .> 388-1900
WE DELIVERl
Don't surrender
to HUNGERI!I
Counter-attack with a
delicious PITA!!!
$1.00 OFF or
FREE DELIVERY
Open 11-30.m. Mon-Thurs. 11-40.m. Fri/Sat &
Noon-30.m. Sunday
Deliveries stop 30 minutes before closing
Must mention coupon when ordering
7. BLOCIZS FROM BSU& '
-anOUfSTANDING MOVE·IN
SPECIAL
• I& 2 Bedroom Apartments
• Rent Starting @ $435
• ,FreeCablc
o FREE Membership to 24 hr. Fitness
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tit Parlccenter
DINE IN
or
CARRY OUT
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A Family Mexican Restaurant
BIG
3552 S. Findley - off Federal Way
I I am-I Opm weekdays & I I am-I I pm weekends
FREE DOMESTIC BEER
wi BSU game or Pavillion ticket
(valid day o.f event only)
BSU STUDENT DISCOUNT
(show 10 card before ordering)
lEI'. Lunch only $4.50 •
-. (or 20% off over$6)
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CRYSTAL THOMAS
Arts & Entertal,nment
KRT PHOTO BY CANDACE BAAtlOT/M1AM1 HERAlD
Chris Gordon, left, and Jonny Lleberbaum, both of Miami Beach, Florida, have
launched a campaign to get Howard Stem's show back on the radio after It was
removed from South Florida and five other markets.
Blackeyedpeas rocked the stage at the
Big Easy Concert House Friday. The
crowd throbbed, hopped and swayed,
seduced by the enticing beats of the
hip hop band from L.A. Touring with
NERD, the band brought life to the Boise
dance club, The show sold out early and
once in the doors there was no place
to move. All ages slammed into one
another as girls fought to get to the front
of the crowd, screaming at the band
and extending their arms as if their lives
depended on getting the attention of the
four dancing and jiving on the stage.
...,
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BYDANIEL CHANG
Knight Ridder Newspapers
MIAMI-In the annals of
grass- roots campaigns, catchy
slogans long have been invalu-
able for spreading the word.
Toss in a raunchy jingle, some
women in bikinis and a fledg-
ling Web site-as two Miami
Beach men have done in their
quest to return "The Howard
Stern Show" to South Florida
radio and the effect can be ex-
plosive.
Chris Gordon and lonny Li-
eberbaum say they never ex-
pected their "Free Stern" cam-
paign to resonate with so many
people so fast.
. Since launching the Web site
www.freestern.r.om on Feb. 27,
the duo has garnered the atten-
tion of the New York Post and
CBS MarketWatch, sold hun-
dreds ofT-shirts, thong bikinis,
trucker hats and yarmulkes em-
blazoned with the "Free Stern"
slogan, and attracted about
60,000 visitors on the Internet,
Gordon says.
After Stern played their jingle,
"F the FCC," on the air and in-
vited Lieberbaum to be a call-in
guest on March 9, the Web hits
and merchandise sales took off.
Sales are great, says Lieber-
baum. But the attention is even
better. Gordon and Lieberbaum
say they have gathered about
6,000 signatures on an online
petition to boycott Clear Chan-
nel Radio, and its sponsors,
until it returns the Stern show
to the six markets where it was
axed.
"That's the better thing," Li-
eberbaum says.
Ironically, neither man could
hear Lieberbaum's spot on
the Stern show. Clear Chan-
nel dropped the program from
its stations on Feb. 25, leaving
South Florida without Stern's
morning drive-time show on
WBBM-FM.
To help spread the word lo-
cally, the pair have worn their
T-shirts and handed out hats
wherever they suspect Stern
fans will gather-including the
Langerado Music Fest in Hol-
lywood, Fla., on March 6 and
the Strokes concert at the Jack-
ie Gleason Theater in Miami
Beach on March 16.
"Everywhere that I've worn
the shirt," Gordon says, "the
feedback is outrageous," .
Gordon, 35, and Lieberbaum,
40, have been Stern fans most of
their adult lives and agree that
the show is often crass and even
offensive.
But they want to decide for
themselves when to tune in or
not.
Angry about the show's re-
moval, the two men concocted
a protest plan.
Lieberbaum would print some
Ilj,!
"'",
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Howard Stern
T-shirts and hats at his Fort Lau-
'derdale, Fla., clothing company,
Swago Custom Apparel. And
Gordon, registered the domain
name www.freestern.com; his
son Matthew, a high school se-
nior who recently was accepted
for early admission to MIT,
helped get the Web site running
within days.
The pair then hired models,
dressed them in skimpy clothes,
and posted the photographs on
their Web site. Inspired by the' ll-~-+-+
photo shoot, Lieberbaum called
friend Pete Masitti, a Kendall,
Fla., songwriter, and asked him
to compose a song around the
themes.
Masitti finished the task in a
day. "I wrote the whole thing
in my head while I was roller-
blading," he says. "I wanted to
incorporate what sounded like
swear words but arc not swear
words,"
Like Lieberbaum and Gor-
don, Masitti doesn't agree with
everything Stern says on the air
or does on his E! Channel cable
1V show. "But from the point of
an artist," he says, "who is the
person who gets to say what's
moral or not? That's what both-
ers me.'
Apparently, they're not alone.
Lieberbaum estimates they've
sold about 800 items on the Web
site. T-shirts, which sell for $18,
are the most popular, followed
by the "boy beater" tank top
for women, then the yarmulkes,
trucker hats and thong bikinis.
They're also hoping to collect
50,000 signatures for the online
petition, which they plan to
present to Clear Channel at its
corporate headquarters in San
Antonio, Texas.
That's if Gordon and Lieber-
baum don't drop from fatigue
first. Both men have had to
juggle their regular jobs with the
demands of the campaign.
Yet while he's often exhaust-
ed, Gordon says he is motivated
by a hunger to participate in
what he sees as a fight for' free
speech.
"That keeps you going. That's
what's great about it. And that's
what's probably going to moti-
vate me."
',;,'.'.'
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BYTREVER ALTERS
A&EWriter
Colosseum.
McCallum will also study
with European master "artist-
teachers as part of the Rome
Festival's Summer Institute,'
which is sponsored, by the
Rome Festival Orchestra, Ltd.,
an equal opportunity Ameri-
can educational charity.
Outside the rigorous sched-
ule of rehearsals, performanc-
es, and classes, McCallum will
have time to see the beauty of
Rome. Under the guidance of
volunteers she will walk in the
footsteps of the great compos-
ers who came to Rome for in-
spiration.
McCallum has studied violin
for more than 11 years, most
recently with Craig Purdy of
Boise State Ilnlverslty. She is
earning a Bachelor of Music
degree from BSU and has per-
formed as a member of the
Boise Philharmonic and with
the Valhalla String Quartet.
McCallum has also performed
with several local chamber
music ensembles. She received
support for her expenses .of
living in Rome from local in-
dividual and business donors
as well as the Rome Festival
Orchestra, Ltd.
Violinist Molly E. McCallum
of Boise State University was
chosen by a competitive na-
tional audition to perform as
a featured artist at the Rome
Festival in Rome, Italy this
summer.
Regarding Molly's winning
audition, Maestro Fritz Mar-
affl, musical director of the
Rome Festival Orchestra and
Opera, said, "Ms. McCallum
will uphold the high standard
of performing that Italian mu-
sic lovers, tourists and critics
have come to expect from the
Rome Festival."
With instrumentalists, sing-
ers, ballet dancers and graphic
artists from nine different
countries, McCallum will per-
form major works at a beau-
tiful concert site about 900
metersfrom the world-famous
I"
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Free amateur
photography.
, contest open to
Boise residents
The International. library of
photography is pleased to an-
nounce that over $60,000 In
prizes will be awarded this year
in the International Open Ama-
teur photography Contest Pho-
tographers from the Boise area,
particularly beginners, are wel-
come to try towin their share of-
over 1,300 prizes. The deadline
for the contest is July 31, 2004.
The contest is open to everyone
and entry is free.
"Everyone has at least one
memorable photo that captures
a special moment in time,"
stated ChristIna Baylon, contest
director. "When people learn
about our free. photography
contest, they suddenly realize
that their own favorite photos
can wIn cash prizes, as well as
gain national exposure."
To enter, send one photograph
In only one of the followIng rate-
gories: people, travel, pets, chil-
dren, sports, nature, action, hu-
mor, portraiture, or other. The
photo must be a color or black-
and-white print (unmounted),
. 8" x 10" or smaller. All entries
must Include the photogra-
pher's name and address on
the back as well as the category
and title of the photo. Entries
should be sent to: The Interna-
tional library of photography,
Suite 101-2619, 3600 Crondall
Lane; OwIngs Mills, MD 21117.
Entries must be postmarked by
July 31,2004. You may also sub-
mit your photo directly onlIne at
www·picture.com.
The International library of
photography is an organization
!' dedicated to bringing the work
';;~M)of amateur, photographers to
;'Y,Vi the public's attention. You can
,;',,!;: view the work of over 1.1 million
;i);7!; amateur photographer at the;J~aforementioned website.
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'i& BOISE STATE MUSIC DEPART-
I
f'J MENT STAGES "MERRY WIVES
OF WINDSOR"
Shakespeare, Mardi Gras and
opera all come together in Boise
State University's production of
The Merry Wives o/Windsor. The
opera, brought by the BSU.mu-
sic department, is at 7:30 p.m.
April 8 and 10 at the Student
Union Special Events Center.
Tickets, avallable at the Special
Events Center Box Office, are $5
general, $3 seniors, and free for
students and Boise State faculty
and staff.
, CombIning music" dance and
comedy, Otto Nicolai's setting
of Shakespeare's original com-
edy is transported to the present
in the fictional New Orleans
of Windsor, Louisiana.
wmdsor's newly-elected mayor,
the and' lascivious
John Falstaff, has written two
identical love letters that ignite
a flrestorm of emotion In the
small town. Wickedly funny re-
a battle of the sexes and a
love story are all brought
to life by Nicolai's sparklIng mu-
sic. The opera eventually cul-
mInates Into a wild Mardi Gras
festival.
'"
'I".'
VISITING ARTIST HEIDI SCHWE·
GLER TO SPEAK, DEMON-
STRATE AT BOISE STATE
h,
.Heidl Schwegler, a faculty
member at Oregon College of
Art and Craft in
Portland, will give a free public
lecture at 6 p.m. Thursday, April
8, In the Boise State Unlver-
sity Student Union Farnsworth
Room. Her visit is sponsored by
the Boise State art department.
Schwegler will also present
a cast resIn demonstration at
6 p.m. Wednesday, April 7, In
rooms 152 and 157 of the liberal
Arts Building, and will offer cri-
tiques of work by undergraduate
art students both days. '
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BYALISON JAMES
Author of I Used to Miss Him ...
Has sprIng made your favorite boy-toy go
nuts? Does he suddenly spend his afternoons
rolling couches Into the sun-drenched quad
and ogling over bikIni-clad models on sum-
mer catalog covers? Don't let his beer-guz-
zling buddies tum him into just another bad
hookup memory. Instead, step in armed with
the right tactics and whip that boy into shape.
Like puppies, guys respond with glee to the
right mixture of gentle scolding and kind en-
couragement.
IRUbhis nose In his own excrement.IfYO!J. suspect he's feeding you a lineof B.S., trust your Instincts and call. him on it. You owe it to yourself not to, tolerate bad boy behavior..2 Muzzle him when necessary.
, If he can't say the right thing, don't
allow him to say anything, Forbid
communication for a while. Boys
learn by what you do, not by what
you say.
3Walkhimregularly., Boys need lots of exercise. Givehim freedom to roam on a nice, long", leash securely' fastened to an electricshock collar.
4 Keep watch to make sure he doesn'tron Into traffic.Boys like to scurry about, runninghere and there. If you feel like youcan't ever unhook the leaslrwithout
losIng him, either noose it up tight enough to
choke him or let him run far, far away.
5Keep him groomed and ready toshow., It's important that your guy recog-nizes that he is your trophy. Clothesthat smell like rotten beer just won't
cut it. If leaving him notes that say "please
wash your jeans" doesn't work, try slicing
them with a pair of sharp scissors.
6Don't give In when he begs.He must be taught manners. Holdyour ground when he's undeservingof your attention. It is important thathe learns not to take you for granted.
'7No barklng allowed.If he barks, bites, or tries any other
aggressive maneuvers, a trip to the
pound is in order.
8Don't let him go beyond sniffingother dogs.It is normal for him to stop andsniff something new, but if he seemsto go beyond a mInor sniff, it's time
to cut him loose and pray for an oncoming
tractor trailer to put him in his place .
9GIve him a treat when he does 'something right.Remember to reward a boy whenhe deserves it. If he picks you a raretulip from the botanical gardens, at
least it's a step in the right direction and he
should be recognized for his effort.
]0Kennel the jackass lfhe misbe-haves.'. If more gentle methods oftraining don't work, try takinga hiatus from your hoy-toy for a
while and see if the time apart will teach him
a lesson.
When all is said and done, some guys just
can't be trained. If you can't train him to your
liking, consider finding a new one. Nothing
is more important than the right fit between
you and your furry little buddy. Though it's
sad to put one to sleep, there are lots of others
out there waiting for a new home that will be
easy to teach and ready to please. So grab your
favorite handbag and go shopping for a new
puppy-love. The opportunities are abundant
when the summer sun is shining.
Alison James Is the author of "I Used to Miss Him ... But My
Aim Is Improving: Not Your Ordinary Breakup Survival Guide."
For more Infonnallon, visit www.lmproveyouralm.com.
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Tamiarises,.but not high enough·
BYDANAKA OUVER
A&EWriter
Sultry songstress Tamia re-
leased her new album More on
Tuesday, adding to the world of
R&Dsomething that is beauti-
ful yet simple. The CD is not
the kind of heart-wrenching,
soul-clenching music that will
leave you seeing sparks in the
rain (i.e, Mary Il.butit offers a
quiet perspective on life's trib-
ulations involving love.
"Smile," written by Kenny
"Babyface" Edmonds, speaks
to the heart about hiding the
hole in your chest left by love's
hangover with a painted-on
smile. "Into you," featuring
_ Fabolous has been all over
the radio waves and is sure
to be followed by many more
of Tamia's ballads. The first
single, "Officially Missing
You," produced by 7, features
a smooth guitar arrangement
and resembles a Babyface al-
bum, much like the rest of the
TBEVEBDICT
I have to rate this
artist'S voice at
only a 6 and say
the production is
an 8. Her soft voice
is sweet but I can't
hear her soUl
record. Tamia may be on the
track of sounding like Baby-
face's female counterpart.
The album's producers in-
clude some of R&B's biggest
names including: Babyface,
Jermaine Dupri, R. Kelly, Ma-
rio Winans, Peter Lord and Jeff
Smith.
Her last album, A Nu Day,
was released by Elektra in Oc-
tober of 2000. It surpassed gold
status and led to multiple of-
fers and opportunities includ-
ing an invitation to appear on
Quincy Jones' Q's Juke Joint
double album.
Tamia's most recent video
for track 5, "Questions", has
been released and can be seen
on BET. Not that it will do ypu
any good unless you llvein
Mountain Home or have satel-
lite, but sooner or Iater it may
make its way to M1V or VH1.
I have to rate this artist's
voice at only a 6 and say the
production is an 8. Her soft
voice is sweet but I can't hear
her soul, which reminds me of
pop singer Ashanti. It's pretty
and pleasant to listen to, but
she probably won't be consid-
ered one of the major players
in R&D. The production, on
the other hand, is damn near
foolproof with the all-star line
up it entalls. The overall rating
averages out as a 7.
Songs are being showcased on
TV shows, but at what cost?
BY ERIC R. DANTON
The Hartford Courant
Indie bands achieving pop-
cultural prominence are no,
longer doing it through radio.
They're doing it on network
television.
The Flaming Lips were
among the first bands to go
prime time with a 1993 appear-
ance on "Beverly Hills 90210."
"Dawson's Creek" later provid-
ed a boost to artists including
Edwin McCain and Paula Cole
by including their songs on the,
show. often during the most
emotional scenes. Now "The
OC" is pushing bands that ap-
peal to creator Josh Schwartz
and the actors and some of
those groups appear on "MU-
sic From The OC: Mix 1." .
The compilation CD in-
cludes tunes by Spoon, Iem,
Jet, Doves, Turin Brakes and
Phantom Planet. whose tune
.you never
expected
taking out
a second
m~)ftgage
for only
one class
"California" opens the Fox
melodrama. Landing asong on
the show unquestionably af-
fords those acts exposure they
deserve, but is it the right kind
of exposure?
Consider: The tunes never
stand alone; they're back-
ground music that's useful
in setting a certain mood for
a scene. That scene or mood
then becomes the song's pri-
mary association for millions
of people, when it may not
match up at all with the band's
intentions. Some bands don't
make videos for that very rea-
son: They want listeners to
interpret the songs. to draw
meaning from the songs, for
themselves.
Hearing Alexi Murdoch's
ghostly ballad" Orange Sky" on
"The OC" no doubt has a pow-
erful effect. But hackground
music in a contrived scene
on' TV can never compare to
the lasting Impact of actually
experiencing the song, of, say,
wandering through the hushed
aisles ofWaterloo Records with
close friends in Austin. Texas,'
while Murdoch contributes in
person to the soundtrack of
your life.
Perhaps it's not meant to
compare. Maybe hyping pop
songs on TV shows is a neces- '
sary evil. Maybe it's better for
more people to hear artists like
Alexi Murdoch, or Doves, and
not quite grasp what they're
all about than it is for them to
remain the obscure darlings
of a select cadre of the music-
obsessed.
Maybe it will even lead a few
among the less-obsessed to
discover an artist whose music
speaks to them in some deep,
indefinable way. At the very
least, OI~ecan hope.
Weekly Specials as low as $94'
\\
(208) 455-2359 ~:::~:~~r~:~5
How can I get a job
at MTV?
Get answers. Anytime. Anywhere.
answer
Rea/-time answers from rea/librarians
Accurate, up-to-date information
24 hours a day, 7 days a week
And, it's all free!
, '
.THURSDAY. APRIL S.2004"
THE PRESIDENTS OF
THE UNITED STATES OF '.
AMERICA BACK IN ACTION~'
.....
What: The Presidents, best known
for hits like "Peaches," "Lump," and ~:
"Kitty," are back at It after a five- "
year break. Stop your giggling-so far .."
they've been playing for a solcklut ,""'
audience. ",:,
Where: Big Easy ,>-
When: Saturday, April 10 at 7:30 p.Il!~',
Tlckets are $19.50 at Tlcketweb
MORRISON CENTER
CELEBRATES 20TH
ANNIVERSARY WITH FREE
PRODUCTIONS
What: The MorrlsonCenter Is celebra\-
Ing Its 20".hAnniversary with two fre&,<1
productions of Bravo Broadway. All ."
ticketed patrons must be seated 15
minutes prior to the performance. ,'"
Those without tickets will then be ad--'
mitterl to fill any vacant seats. With ~,.;
or without a ticket, Bravo Broadway;':';
promises to be a wonderful show.
Where: Morrison Center :,~
When: ThursdaY,April15 at 7 p.m, II
and Friday, April 16 at 8 p.rn,
A limited number of tickets are avail- '
able at the Morrlson Center box office
on the BSU campus from 10 am, - 4
p.m. Monday through Friday.
POET .ELENI SIKELIANOS
TO GIVE READING AT
BOISE STATE
What: Noted poet, Eleni Sikellanos, ,
will present a reading of her original ,.
poetry as part of the Creative Writ- ' .
Ing MFA Reading Series. Sikellanos Is ';
the author of several works Including ,.:
The Monster Lives of Boys and Girls,
Earlier Worlds, The Book ofTendons :
and To Speak While Dreaming. She :
has also published several chapbcoks~
Sikellanos has been the recipient of a ;
National Endowment for the Arts Fel- "
lowshlp, a Fulbright Scholarship and :
two Gertrude Stein Awards for lnnova-
tive American Writing. The reading Is ,
free and open to the public.
Where: Barnwell Room of the Studerit:
Union Building
When: Friday, April 16 at 7:30 p.m, '
TOO MUCH DISTORTION ..
LOCAL MUSIC SHOWCASE
What: Show support for local musI-
cians. Too Much Distortion Is attempt-
. Ing to change the way people think
about BSU,student radio by getting
more local bands on the airwaves. The
following bands will be playing: Plso-
Mojado, Me and My Ego, RedRocket!
Red Rocket, Mongoloids, Art of Colo-
noscopy, and D.J. Whlte-Out.
Where: 90.3 FM.
When: Sunday, April 18 at 6 p.m,
FREE PARADIGM CONCERT
COMING TO BSU
What: Sacramento-based band Para-
digm will shake up BSUwith Its me-
lodic alternative rock at a free outdoor
spring concert. The group features .
smart lyrics, stunning vocals and
powerfully constructed melodies. Th,e
band has been compared to singer .
Sarah Mclachlan and tho GooGoo
Dolls. The Student Programs Board Is
sponsoring the concert. '
Where: Student Union Patio
When: Tuesday, ApriJ 20 from 11 a.rn,
-1p.rn.
FACE on ROCKS BOISE
STATE l'OR THE 8TH TIME
What: Local rock and punk bands will
stir up BSU once again at "Face Off
8: Communion of the Bands." This
free concert features ten bands on
two stages. Each band will playa half
hour set. Bands scheduled to play
are: Abrupt Edge, Midline, Blueco\-
lar, Throttle, PushCart, PlrkQlaters,
Sub'Vert, On My Honor, Switch Hitter
and Nothing Lasts Forever. This show-
case of local music Is sponsored by ~,
the Student Programs Board.
Where: Student Union Jordan Ball-
room
When: Wednesday, Aprll'21 at 7 p.rn.
-midnight
~RE
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~ lOiSOff WITH STUOENT 10
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IN BOISE: OIUIJ.MAOOQI!l!PAIQ5'
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Arbiter classified advertisements are free to students.
To place an ad call 345-8204 x100 or come to the
office at 1605 University Drive (across from the S.U.BI
Bartenders Trainees
Needed. $250/day
Potential. Local Positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext 223 sh
:-iET\\ORI"; I
ALL AMERICAN
SATELLITE
King size pillow top
mattress set. Brand new
in bag. Must sell $225.
Can deliver. 8,66-7476
Italian leather couch
and loveseat for sale!
Brand new, still in plastic.
. Retail $2450, sacrifice
$899. Call 888-1464
Men's Baseball
league looking for
players ages 28+. If
interested, email Duice at
wdstaggs@aol.com
Men's lJasebaU league
looking for players ages
18+. If interested, email
je~usjara@yahoo.com
~
BroncoJobs-'·)£jiii"""""j'"
Lookingfor Jobs
while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities, or
Internships?
Cherry sleigh bed.
Solid wood. New-in-box.
Value $850, sacrifice
$295. Call 888-1464
Teach English In
Taiwan. Single girls
and couples needed.
18K. RT airfare.
Free housing. darin ,
Alison@hotmail.com
Men's club soccer!
Interested? Contact Matt
at 426-7250
1991 VW Golf, $12001
000, runs good. Call
343-6415
IS LOOKING FOR ENERGETIC,
SELF MOTIVATED INDIVIDUAlS TO
ADD TO OUR OUTSIDE SALES TEAM
2001 Ford Escape XLT.
Blue. Fully loaded.
60,000 miles. $15,000.
208-724-8191
2001 Micron PC plus
monitor and printer. $100.
377-1659
• GREAT COMMISSIONS
• BONUSES
• FLEXIBLE HOURS
• ADVANCEMENT
OPPORTUNmES
• 1985 Volkswagon
Vanagon. Good interior
and runs good. $1500.
377-1659
Join our fun face
stimulating pre-school!
day care, taught by a
licensed elementary
teacher. ICCP,
References, yard. West
Boise. Vonda 672-0984
Brand new, never been
fired Savage 30-06.
Wooden stock. Comes
with 3 x 9 scope. $380.
Call Bryce at 429-1615
• $25 off hair extensions
• $1,0 off hair (alarwjhair(ut
• $5 offall perms
"! $3 offhair(uls
• $2 all lipand e ebrowwax
/?4~ilJ 71S-tB70-1
~,,!-nllolsonCen!!~
2000 Elantra 25MPG,
28,000 miles, AC, 5
speed, dk gm, cassette,
cruise. Only $6000.
724-2894
Roommate needed to
share 4 bedroom 2 bath
house. $300/mo. + v.. util.
Available mid May. Cal1
841-3083
1975 245 DL Volvo
Station Wagon. $500.
377-1659
Mattress Set, Full Size
Brand New in package.
Sacrifice $99. Cal1
866-7476
1994 Pontiac Grand AM
2 door. Runs great. Very
wel1 taken care of. $3000
obo. Call 841-7515
2bd/lba apt $500/mo.
Across from BSU
Stadium. 331-7870
Pleasepresenltou pan '
at timeofappointment
5-Pieee Cherry
Bedroom set. Brand-new
in box. Retail $1450,
sacrifice $395. Cal1
888-1464
Responsible female to
share 3 bedroom, 2 bath
apartment. Available 4/1.
$288 + 1/3 utilities. WID.
Ca11376-7134
Queen pillow top
mattress set. Brand new,
still in plastic. Must sell
$159. Can deliver.
866-7476
$10.50 Base-Appt
FT/PT in Cust Sales,lSelVice
Flex Hours
No Exp. Necessary
Conditions Apply
All ages 18+
I
~::::J._
\ $ ,
Call '. ,,)
331·2820 '-
or apply @ ,_5'
www.collegeincome.com
Affordable
Downtown
Living
We're hiring outgoing
and articulate students
to work 20-40
hours per week.
DESIGNYOUROWN
SCHEDULE
EVENINGand WEEKEND
HOURSAVAILABLE
I
I' I
lduspoyllrsdlnol. .... you .....
iJsI3'llkr,1a)'UI
Collega BBnefilllnGlude:
- • S276.00PfI'ImllIh
• PlusIl1.nlrxadS200/l1lO
• 10,OOllbxledlaansR!lpid
---Plus:---
lieIlX*I $220.00 Ilrto me..d.ml
plIlmllIhllllTl1ilmerl"to
.w.. IlmYHaibd &ud
lddlllonBI Signing Bonul
_ $3000 - saoooam 86~516or373-7218
F Roommate wanted
to share 2 bedroom apt.
with WID. $275/mo. +
$200 Deposit. Call Holly
322-4847
Newly Built
1&2 Bedrooms
$515 or $595
° Paid training
• Casual environment
° flexible schedule
• Elevators
• Directly across/rom JJ7nco
• 24-Hour fitness room
• Business Center
• Secured Access $8.00/ hour
Please call for
more Information
658-4888
wo rklo rslll do IIls.C 0 In
MAl TI--lAJ
RESTAURANT & BAR
Kickin" it up a notch. ill Downtown !3oue
right next door to. Old Chua.qu.
SO .. ,FIRST I'LL FIND
OUT THA.T THE PI>.SS-
WORD HI>.S CHI>.NGED,
THEN I'LL FIND OUT
THI>.T THE LIST IS OUT
OF DI>.TE. WHI>.T I>.M I
FORGETTING?
! HMM ... '(OU I>.LWI'.'(S SI>.'(
• INFORMI\TION IS ON1 THE NET WHEN I KNOW
I ITS NOT. ,(ET. B'(MENTIONING A PI>.SS-WORD. IT SOUNDS
E PLI>.USIBLE.
8
~ )
\\\~i 1--__ l--.LJ",..---..1
WI>.LL'(. DO '(OU HI>.VE
THE I>.PPROVED VENDOR
,LIST?
\
r.
\.ITS ON THE
NET. THE
PI>.SSWORD IS
"WI>.LL'(:
"t
"fe
~,.DILBERTo
DID '(OU SEE I>.
BRIGHT LIGHT BE-
FORE THE DOCTORS
REVIVED '(OU?
I
THE I>.SSOCII>.TION OF
DOUGHNUT Ml\KERS
I>.SKED ME TO PROVE
THI>.T SKINN'( PEOPLE
CAN'T GO TO HEI>.VEN.
I'M STI>.RTING I>.
COMPI>.N'( THI>.T
SPECII>.LIZES IN
DOING TI>.INTED
RESEARCH.
)
~
Q
~
-.t
~ ~
q ~AvJ) u:JrfoJO-t,~ Sc.eNT TflAT p~oVo/(eS
q WomAN 10 PiT!J yo tA ••• 'qIJp SPRiNt;
f=,,~ DiNNe,,/
NO. WH'(?
(
~ FOR I>.N EXTRI>.
;) 550,000, I CAN
1; CALL I>.SECOND
~ PERSON,i I DON'T Wl'.NT! TO JINX IT.
.. I... ,.
~~.-JI
l:j. Q
s~
1--_~L-_--lWililliIiIlillliilll'" ~I--lllliiliIlliliiiiiiilo __ ...... EliillililiU
M'( TI>.INTED RESEI>.RCH
SHOWS THI>.T '(OUR
PRODUCTS HI>.VEN·T
KILLED I>.N'(ONE.
THIS IS THE DOG BERT
RESEI>.RCH COMPI>.N'( .
HI>.VE '(OU EVER BEEN
KILLED B'( A POORL '(
DESIGNED PRODUCT?
... NO?
'Crossword
ACROSS
1 Window part
5 Cut
10 Light tan
14"1 Love "
15 Scout rider
16 Teak·exportlng
country
17 Dutch cheese
18 TV sound
19 Solell Moon _
20 Occasion to use
good china
23 Saloon .
24 "Over the
Rainbow"
composer
Cancer (June 22-July 22) Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) 25 Seasonal songs7 Atomic centers
Today is a 6 _A commitment that at first Today is a 7 - You're growing. You're 30 Shah's capital
Today's Birthday (April 8) . seems quite romantic could lead to a shedding your old, worn-out skin. You'll 32 Santa - winds
Once difficulties have been encoun _ lot more work. When you're doing it for eventually find yourself en a higher level 33 ~~~l~t~~t Your
tiir
ed
, they'll have to be resolved. The family, it's fun _ or almost fun, anyway. of enlightenment. Meanwhile, relax. 35 Rolls dem bones
8i>od'news is that you can resolve them. 38 ~;~d.working
1'h
e
prize is a new discovery. You'll get Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan.19) 41 Farther along
past old barriers if you're patient. To get Today is a 9 - The hard part is almost Today is a 6 - Over the next few days yorr the ascent. d .). lb' 43 Egypt's Mubarak
the advantage. check the day's rating: 10 over, an Its tune to ce e rate. Dont ·should make more time for contempla- 44 Madonna hit,
ts the easiest day, 0 the most challeng- wait until the weekend. Seize the day! tion. The answer you've been seeking 'La - Bonita· -tug' has been Wding from you. You can find 46 Shell-game item 7 Atlegretto-
I . 47 Without adagio
I Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) it in a dream, or while you're meditat- guarantee separator
Aries (March 21-April19) Today is a 7· You're not afraid to toss ing. 49 Murderer 8 Mix
"" 'd something o·ut if I't's no longer useful. 52 Detector 9 Booze,.oday is a 7 _You re un er pressure 54 Bigot 10 Santa's helper
toaccount for every penny. and that's There are several things around your Aquarius (Jan. 20~Feb. 18) 56 Chapel Hill inst. 11 Typescript
good. If you're thrifty, you may find that place that you could do without, and the Today is a 7 - Mer you've patched your 57 ~~~~~;~~~~f 12 ~~~~~tin9
you have enough for a fabulous outing extra space will be welcome. Get at it. wounds, set up a meeting with favorite 62 Begrime 13 Operators
tomorrow. friends. Discuss what you've learned, 64 Less favorable 21 Afore
} libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) and come up with corrections to make' ~~ ~~~I~\~~' ~~ ~~::hf~?~
.... urus (April20-May 20) Today is an 8 _You're interested in you better at the game. ,67 Carpentry tools 27 "The Face Isr- 68 Actr ss Gilbert Famili r"poet
Today is a 5 _ Do the research so that learning the.ttuth, but don't talk about it 69 Negative votes 28 Golden Rule
you'll have the answers before it'S.time yet. Listlming is a better way to find out Pisces (Feb. 19·March 20) 70 Fowl perch word
to act. The pressure will soon increase. what's really going on. Encourage others Today is a 6 -In the coming few days 71 Stuffed shirt - ~~ ~~: c:nag~~
ko get ready. to talk. . you'll be able to make a good impres- DOWN 34 One 01~IOMES
I sion on a per wh It I . 1 Rosebud, e.g 36 RaPier's cousinI son 0 can e p you 2 BMWflvel . 37 Char 48 Armingperiod 55 Saps
t;emlnl (May 2 I-June 21) Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) increase your income. Take extra steps 3 Glance over 39 Rusilc hotels 50 Tour segment 58 Long·extlrlCl
,. -re. o-d.a~y'iSa'F-cYou're. pusWng.to-geL_~_~l'~~~y!~a 6_..-._Th.....•e .next...thing. . for. yo.u t.o to make sure ~u look good. 4 Church book 40 Eyeshade > 51."Gunsmoke~ 59 b1Le~of teo'nls_ . -I th d .. . , 5 Twinkling,. .. 2 Superl tively star., "',.
pungsdone, but you can't do Itall by ~oncentiate on. s. emolleyan vvnere" , -. ',;c:. ' .. , • .' .. . '-~'c'- .• rtiaps·, ' . Pallid' '.> . • 52 Lazy lady? . 60 DeSj)Otk:ruler,
Yourself. Besides, another person'S ex- It come~ from. You also need to know .. (el 2~.TRIBtJNE MEDIA SERVICESINC.. .' 6 J e{i:<"s~'-'-"':4e..,5~tNetymusiCaI---53,Ar~ 01 A . 61 £.9IZ~
. ~oortOO'NllhOOnbe req....... "klo, me wh"""" g<>~ ofen...... !hal'll"" the """""' ... ">:~'JthIde!I""bune Jnll>". - - ~ .. ,. ~ c..~y;'iSy'""''''''!,' l"~~{i;'~~'c'(?',;WL;,;..,·"'<"'·'·""· ' - ' ,,' : ' '<~"",\ ~ -.-" c: ,· ·., ~ ~,~.' .. <
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By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media Services
.....
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..'fJ. EXPERIENCE
vineyard JOURNEY OF THECROSS
B 0 I SEA FAMILY EVENT
www,vlneyardbofse,org , ~ " '~.'
" , 4950 Bradley St. (Chmden, 50th. Bradley)· 377-1477, ..•
t'r Vineyard Christian Feliowship .... Gome as you a~e.: . :,'d,
a five-avent interactive teaching that seeks not only to give us
knowledge of Christ's redemptive work, but more importantly, to
bring us Into a living reality of It
-The Tl'lumphal Entry: Palm Sunday, April 4, 9 or 11 a.rn,
-The Lerd's Supper: Thursday, April 8, 7 p.m.
-The Walk to Cahlary:
Friday, April 9 6:30 p.rn., Idaho Botanical Gardens
- Sunrlso at the Tomb: .
Easter Sunday, April 11, 6:30 a.m. - free breakfast following,
_ Celebration 01the RIson Christ:
Easter Sunday, April 11, 8:30. 10:30 a.m.
All events take place at Vineyard Boise, except TheWalk to Calvary.
For this event, please wear comfortable shoes & a [acket,
Do you ever wonder ~What on earth am I here for"
Join us on Wednesday, April 14th at 7 p.m. for an Introductory to
the "purpose Driven Llte", a 40 Days of purpose journey that wo'll
be exploring in the coming week!) at the Vinoyard.
E E TI
